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Jennifer began her career as an educator as a middle school social studies 
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where she spent three years as a teacher and five years as an administrator, 
first in the role of director of strategic initiatives and then in the role of 
director of assessment and educational data. In 2009, Jennifer returned to 
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Learning(Protocols(

• Ques1ons,(challenge,(observa1ons(
welcome(at(any(1me(are(welcome(–(
please(text(1.781.710.9633(and(
Tweet@DouglasReeves(

Lessons(from(Successful(Schools(with(
HighKPoverty,(High(Minority(Enrollments(

•  NonKfic1on(wri1ng(–(every(subject,(every(grade(
•  Collabora1ve(scoring(
•  “Trophy(case”(focus(on(student(achievement(
•  Immediate(and(intensive(interven1on(
•  Efficacy(
•  Focus(
•  Feedback(
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Great(to(Greater((G2G)(Schools(

• Global(sample(–(public,(independent,(
interna1onal,(charter(
•  Relentless(assault(on(complacency(
•  Excellence(beyond(test(scores(
• Mutual(challenge,(riskKtaking,(support(

Lessons%from%the%Bell%Tower%

What%would%you%have%do%in%order%to%enter%
the%bell%tower?%
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In(the(Bell(Tower(.(.(.((

•  Everybody(hears(your(wrong(notes(
•  You’ll(never(improve(without(public(riskKtaking(
•  People(you(never(see(will(appreciate(your(beauty(
and(no1ce(your(mistakes(

Overview(

•  A(century(of(school(improvement(
•  Prevailing(hypotheses(
•  Lessons(learned(
•  The(enemies(of(great(and(greater(
•  The(path(to(greater(
•  Blueprint(for(ac1on(

What(G2G(is(not?(

•  It’s%not%“gi+ed%and%talented%educa2on”%
•  It’s%not%“rich%kids”%educa2on%
•  It’s%not%“effec2ve”%educa2on%
•  It’s%not%“90%90%90%educa2on”%
•  It’s%not%“special%educa2on”%
•  It’s%just%GREAT%educa2on%
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The(Big(Ideas(

•  G2G(requires(risk(and(uncertainty(
•  G2G(requires(focus,(not(fragmenta1on(
•  G2G(requires(a(new(framework(for(change(
•  G2G(requires(a(focus(on(causes,(not(just(effects(
•  G2G(requires(fundamental(changes(in(leadership(
assessment(and(development(

Seeing%Beyond%the%Obvious%
%What%do%you%see?%

Start%with%a%focus%on%the%details,%then%consider%the%
enCre%painCng.%

Text(1.781.710.9633(Tweet(@DouglasReeves(
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Prac1cal(Ways(to(Deal(with((Uncertainty(

•  Value(diversity(–(not(just(“external”((
(diversity,(but(internal(diversity,(including(diversity(of(
(strengths(

•  Deliberately(value(the(immigrant(experience((not(just(
from(another(country,(but(from(another(culture(and(
region)(
•  Demand(mutually(exclusive(decision(alterna1ves(

Text(1.781.710.9633(

A%Century%of%School%Improvement%

Text(1.781.710.9633(

Centuries(of(School(Improvement(Research(

•  Meritocracy(beats(heredity((Ming(Dynasty(–(1368,(
C.E.)(

•  Project(Based(Learning((1890’s)(
•  StandardsKBased(Learning((1940’s)((
•  Effec1ve(Schools((1980’s)(
•  Professional(Learning(Communi1es((1990’s)(
•  90(90(90(Schools((2000’s)(
•  Great(to(Greater(Schools((2017)(
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What(About(Other(“Research”(

•  “Men(of(bronze,(silver,(and(gold”((Plato)(
• Heredity(is(des1ny((“g”(–(general(intelligence)(
•  Scien1fic(jus1fica1on(for(racism(
•  Taylorism(–(scien1fic(management(

Standards(of(Evidence*(

•  Level(1:((Belief(
•  Level(2:((Personal(Experience(
•  Level(3:((Group(Experience(
•  Level(4:((Systema1c(Observa1on(
•  Level(5:(((Preponderance(of(the(Evidence(

Synthesizing(the(Research(

•  Quan1ta1ve(Analyses(
•  Case(Studies(–(Hargreaves,(Fullan,(Pollack,(Liang(
• MetaKAnalyses(–(Marzano,(McNulty,(Waters(
•  Syntheses(of(MetaKAnalyses(–(Hame(and(Colleagues(
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Advantages(of(Research(Syntheses(

•  Avoids(cherryKpicking(studies(
•  Invites(counterintui1ve(findings(
•  Challenges(prevailing(orthodoxy(
–Direct(Instruc1on(
–Class(Size(
– Learning(Styles(
–Mul1ple(Intelligences(
–Gender(Gap((more(present(in(grades(than(
performance)(

More(Advantages(of(Research(Syntheses(

•  Specific(and(ac1onable(ideas(–(feedback,(efficacy,(
understanding(of(grading(systems(
•  Balances(“art”(with(science(–(specific(pedagogical(
and(collabora1ve(skills(and(prac1ces(
•  Focus(on(high(impact(strategies(–(not(an(
encyclopedic(menu(of(lowKimpact(alterna1ves(

Limita1ons(of(Research(Syntheses(

•  Lack(of(descrip1ve(rigor(and(consistency(– (
(what(exactly(do(terms(like((“technology(in(the(
(classroom”(or(“crea1vity((programs”(mean?(

•  (Context(drama1cally(different(over(four(decades(of(
research(
•  Several(“superKfactors”(are(not(controlled(by(teachers(
or(leaders(–(Piage1an(Levels,(prior(achievement,(
depression(
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Lessons%Learned%

Text(1.781.710.9633(

The%Enemies%of%%
Great%and%Greater%

The(Enemies(of(Great(to(Greater(

•  “Adequate”((
•  “Proficient”(
•  “Advanced”(
•  “Meets(Standards”(
•  “Exceeds(Standards”(

Text(1.781.710.9633(
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The%Path%to%Greater%

Text(1.781.710.9633(

The(Path(to(Greater(

• Redefining(great(performance(
• From(effects(to(causes(
• Confron1ng(the(“limit(effect”(
• Ques1oning(the(cost(of(superiority(

Text(1.781.710.9633(

Vignenes(from(Great(to(Greater(Schools(

Student(describing(Genius(Hour(project:(
(
((“The%red%parts%are%when%I%was%disappointed%and%made%
mistakes.%%The%blue%parts%showed%where%I%bounced%
back.”%%%
(
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Vignenes(from(Great(to(Greater(Schools(

Student(conversa1ons(are(radically(different(
•  “What%grade%did%you%get?”%is%an%alien%ques2on%
•  “I%found%my%place%here.”%
•  “My%teachers%trust%me.”%
•  “That’s%my%goal%.%.%.%”%(poin2ng%to%handMwriNen%goal%
statements%in%the%trophy%case) %(

Vignenes(from(Great(to(Greater(Schools(

Consistent(teacher(responsibility(for(learning:(
•  “I%brought%my%exit%slips%from%the%last%last%period%of%the%
day%in%7th%grade%–%the%acid%test.”%%%
•  “It%was%clear%by%December%that%even%highMperforming%
students%were%way%behind%in%grammar.”%
•  “I’m%responsible%for%helping%students%develop%a%sense%
of%purpose,%not%just%a%sense%of%accomplishment.”%
•  “I%want%to%tell%you%about%a%mistake%that%I%made%.%.%.”%

Vignenes(from(Great(to(Greater(Schools(

Leaders(who(are(worth(following:(
•  “This%was%a%mee2ng%worth%aNending.”%
•  80%%listening,%20%%talking%–%same%ra2o%as%great%conductors%
•  Focus%and%clarity%
•  Constantly%reseYng%the%bar%
•  “I’m%sa2sfied”%–%said%no%leader%ever%in%a%Great%to%Greater%school%
•  “We’re%going%to%celebrate%your%cer2ficate%of%comple2on”%–%the%
term%used%for%district%and%building%administrators%who%were%not%
commiNed%to%the%vision.%
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Successful(Failures((Dr.(Chip(Kimball)(

•  Level(1(–(Don’t(try(anything(new(or(you’ll(be(
embarrassed.(
•  Level(2(–(OK(to(try(new(strategies,(but(keep(it(to(
yourself(
•  Level(3(–(Share(successful(new(strategies(
•  Level(4(–(Share(mistakes(and(lessons(learned.(

Describe(a(“Successful(Failure”*(

• What(were(the(hopes(at(the(beginning?(
• When(was(the(failure(recognized?(
•  How(was(the(author(of(failure(protected(from(fear(and(
humilia1on?(
• What(were(the(lessons(learned?(
Text:((1.781.710.9633((Tweet:((#ATPLC(@DouglasReeves(

What%are%you%doing%“beyond%great”%that%is%
not%yet%measured?%

Text(1.781.710.9633(
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Blueprint%for%AcCon%

Blueprint(for(Ac1on(

1)  Define(“beyond(test(scores”(for((
your(school(or(system(
2)((Define(causes(–(teaching,(leadership,(parent,(
and(engagement(indicators(
3)((Refocus(your(anger(–(how(do(you(get(beyond(
the(past(16(years(of(tests(and(terror?(

Text(1.781.710.9633(

The(New(Model(of(Educa1onal(Change(

• From:%%
• Mandates(
•  Safety(
•  BuyKin(
•  Policies(
•  Certainty(K(procedures(

• To:%
• Menus(
• HypothesisKtes1ng(
•  Risk(
•  Frameworks(
•  Ambiguity(K(Values(
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Lessons(from(the(Bell(Tower(

Great%to%Greater:%%%
For%the%complete%slides%and%research,%please%go%

to%CreaCveLeadership.net%
%

Douglas%Reeves%
CreaCve%Leadership%SoluCons%

CreaCve%Leadership.net%
Text:%%1.781.710.9633%
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RICK DUFOUR (rdufour923@gmail.com) was a public school educator for 34 years, serving as a teacher, principal, and superinten-
dent. Now an author and consultant, DuFour has been a leading authority on helping schools implement the Professional Learning 
Communities at Work™ process. DOUGLAS REEVES (douglas.reeves@creativeleadership.net) is an author and consultant based in 
Boston, Mass.

The futility of PLC Lite

The professional learning community process, properly 
executed, can deliver dramatically improved teaching and 
learning. But too often it’s followed incorrectly and gains fail 
to materialize.

By Rick DuFour and Douglas Reeves
Although many schools around the world have claimed to embrace the professional 

learning community (PLC) process, it would be more accurate to describe the current 
state of affairs in many schools as PLC Lite. Educators rename their traditional faculty 
or department meetings as PLC meetings, engage in book studies that result in no ac-
tion, or devote collaborative time to topics that have no effect on student achievement — all 
in the name of the PLC process. These activities fail to embrace the central tenets of the PLC 
process and won’t lead to higher levels of learning for students or adults. 

When educators are working in a school that is truly a PLC, they recognize they must:

#1. Work together in collaborative teams rather than in isolation and take collective responsibility for 
student learning.

#2. Establish a guaranteed and viable curriculum that specifi es the knowledge, skills, and dispositions 
students are expected to acquire, unit by unit.

in the name of the PLC process. These activities fail to embrace the central tenets of the PLC 

fail fail fail 
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repeatedly been proven to have a powerful effect on 
student learning.

There are times, however, when a collaborative 
team should collectively gather evidence of student 
learning in a more formal assessment process such 
as written tests or performance-based assessments. 
These assessments can also be formative if: 

yet able to demonstrate proficiency;

support for learning through a timely process 
of systematic intervention that never removes 
them from new direct instruction;

-
strate what they have learned; and 

to inform and improve their individual and 
collective professional practice.

School systems have paid dearly for many assess-
ments that masquerade as formative assessments. 
Calling them uninformative assessments would be 
more accurate. Genuine formative assessments are 
intellectually owned by the teachers who created 
them, are directly related to classroom instruction, 
and naturally lead to conversations about intervention 
for students and the effectiveness of different instruc-
tional practices. Uninformative assessments lead to an 
entirely different conversation which, briefly stated, 
concludes with, “Thank goodness that’s over — now 
we can go back to what we were doing.”  

Formative assessments not only align with instruc-
tion and academic standards but also extend beyond 
traditional test preparation that too frequently domi-
nates classroom time. For example, even if state tests 
are largely based on multiple-choice questions, ef-
fective common formative assessments can require 
writing, communication, collaboration, problem 
solving, and critical thinking in ways that are far 
more challenging than traditional tests. The job of 
teachers in this case is not to mimic state tests but to 
challenge students to show what they know in ways 
that exceed traditional tests.

Data analysis

A major distinction between true PLCs and 
schools engaged in PLC Lite is how the schools use 
data that are intended to reflect evidence of student 
learning. Many PLC Lite schools have no process 
for collective analysis of student learning. As a result, 
groups of teachers spend their time discussing stu-
dent behavior (“Should we allow students to bring 
their cell phones into class”) or sharing preferences 
about how they teach a skill or concept (“I have al-
ways taught it this way”). In other PLC Lite schools, 

#3. Use an assessment process that includes 
frequent, team-developed, common 
formative assessments based on the 
guaranteed and viable curriculum.

#4. Use the results of common formative 
assessments to:

and support for learning.

enriched or extended learning.

strengths or weaknesses in teaching based 
on the evidence of student learning.

of the team members were able to bring 
students to the desired level of proficiency.

#5. Create a system of interventions that 
guarantees that students who struggle 
receive additional time and support in ways 
that do not remove them from new direct 
instruction, regardless of the teacher to 
whom they have been assigned.

The four questions

An excellent test for distinguishing between a gen-
uine PLC and a school engaged in PLC Lite is the 
school’s attention to the four questions that drive the 
work of collaborative teams in a PLC:  

 #1. What do we want students to learn?  
 #2. How will we know if they have learned it?  
 #3. What will we do if they have not learned it?  
 #4. How will we provide extended learning 

opportunities for students who have 
mastered the content? 

While the wording of these questions varies slightly 
among PLC researchers, the essence of the questions 
is nearly identical. We recommend that faculty mem-
bers keep a very simple one-page protocol that helps 
them focus on these questions. Meetings that only 
address standards, that focus entirely on disciplin-
ary issues and parent complaints, or that center on 
employee issues may be very interesting, but they do 
not represent the work of high-performing PLCs. 

Common formative assessments

The best teachers are constantly checking for stu-
dent understanding almost minute by minute as they 
teach. They direct questions to randomly selected 
students, check on student work as they move around 
the room, and use whiteboards, clickers, and exit slips 
to gather evidence of student learning to help them 
determine how to proceed with instruction. Students 
also use this evidence to assess their own understand-
ing. This type of ongoing formative assessment has 
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repeat the grade. The research is overwhelmingly 
against retention, but facts are merely an annoyance 
to those with strongly held opinions. We only sug-
gest that every legislator who thinks that retention 
is a good idea should be required to chaperone the 

the student body. 
The most effective interventions are not the rep-

etition of previous unsuccessful teaching; rather, 
they employ systematic, intensive, focused, and im-
mediate individual or small-group instruction. For 
example, we’ve observed districts in which schools 
identify students each week who are missing home-
work, failing tests, or otherwise being unsuccessful. 
Imagine how the stress level of teachers, students, 
administrators, and parents would be reduced if stu-
dents went into every weekend with projects and 
homework up to date and with satisfactory perfor-
mance in every class. 

These interventions may not be perfect, but they 
are dramatically better than retention or leaving the 
issue of how to respond when students don’t learn 
to each teacher to resolve on his or her own. These 
interventions do more than improve student suc-
cess; they also dramatically improve faculty morale. 
Imagine what next year would be like if we had fewer 
repeaters and more elective classes. It might begin 
to restore the joy of teaching and the reason most 
teachers entered the profession: to make a positive 
difference in the lives of students. 

Real PLCs

We urge schools to avoid labeling themselves as 
PLCs without engaging in the hard work that goes 
into becoming a PLC. Too many schools have ad-
opted the label without committing to the substance 
of the professional learning community processes. 
Specifically, educators must focus on the four ques-
tions of PLCs as an integral part of their meetings, 
use common formative assessments in a way that has 
a specific effect on teaching and learning, and analyze 
data not as a way to humiliate teachers but rather as 
a way to elevate the learning of students and faculty 
members. Finally, real PLCs include specific inter-
ventions that lead to measurable improvements in 
student performance. When the PLC process is im-
plemented deeply and sustained over time, schools 
can experience dramatic improvement in learning 
by both students and adults. PLC Lite is an exercise 
in futility that helps neither students nor the educa-
tional systems that serve them.  K
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the teaching group may look at data but only use 
them to assign students to intervention and not as a 
basis for discussions of instructional practice. They 
fall into the routine of teach, test, hope for the best, 
assign students to intervention, and move on with 
business as usual.

In a true PLC, collaborative teams of teachers use 
evidence of student learning as a basis for collective 
inquiry into instructional practice. The conversation 
moves beyond war stories and personal preferences 
to explore which practices are leading to superior 

to be, “I see that your students consistently dem-
onstrate high levels of proficiency when we assess 
the ability to compare and contrast. What strategies, 
practices, or materials are you using to get these great 
results?” Reflective teaching is powerful when it is 
done collectively rather than in isolation and when it 
is based on actual evidence of student learning (Hat-
tie, 2009). Any school that is not using the results of 
team-developed common formative assessments to 
improve professional practice is not yet fully engaged 
in the PLC process.

Perhaps the worst examples of faux data analysis 
are the unfortunately named “war rooms” in which 
district leaders display data from the previous year’s 
state tests and use this as a vehicle to publicly praise 
and humiliate principals and faculty members. This 
is what military veterans call “fighting the last war.” 
The most effective examples of data analyses involve 
not the scores from the previous year but rather from 
the previous unit. Most important, this is not an ex-
ercise in “looking at data” as if we were looking at 
strange animals in the zoo. The best examples of 
data analysis lead to specific actions by teachers and 
administrators so that an examination of the data 
leads to interventions and changes in instruction, 
feedback, and support. 

Interventions

Virtually every school claims that its mission is to 
help all students learn, but the relevant question to 
ask is, “What happens in your school when students 
don’t learn what you have deemed is essential?” The 
least effective response to this question is that stu-
dents must repeat a grade or a course. In some states, 
3rd graders who fail a state standardized test must 

Meetings that only address standards, that 
focus entirely on disciplinary issues and parent 
complaints, or that center on employee issues 
may be very interesting, but they do not 
represent the work of high-performing PLCs.


